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Abstract

In this paper we investigate how cognitive ability influences behavior, success and the

evolution of play towards Nash equilibrium in repeated strategic interactions. We study be-

havior in a p-beauty contest experiment and find striking differences according to cognitive

ability: more cognitively able subjects choose numbers closer to equilibrium, converge more

frequently to equilibrium play and earn more even as behavior approaches the equilibrium

prediction. To understand better how subjects with different cognitive abilities learn dif-

ferently, we estimate a structural model of learning based on level-k reasoning. We find a

systematic positive relationship between cognitive ability and levels; furthermore, the aver-

age level of more cognitively able subjects responds positively to the cognitive ability of their

opponents, while the average level of less cognitively able subjects does not respond at all.

Our results suggest that, in strategic environments, higher cognitive ability translates into

better analytic reasoning and a better ‘theory of mind’ .
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1 Introduction

Little is known empirically about how boundedly-rational agents choose and learn in strategic

environments. In this paper, we aim to discover how cognitive ability, measured using a leading

test of analytic intelligence, influences behavior, success and the evolution of play towards Nash

equilibrium in repeated strategic interactions. Despite well-documented differences in cognitive

ability in the population, to the best of our knowledge we are the first to study how cognitive

ability affects how people learn to play equilibrium. In our laboratory experiment, we find that

more cognitively able subjects choose numbers closer to equilibrium, converge more frequently

to equilibrium play and earn more on average even as behavior approaches the equilibrium

prediction. To help gain insight into the micro-processes that drive these differences, and thus

to understand better how subjects with different cognitive abilities learn differently, we estimate

a structural model of learning based on level-k reasoning that fits the observed data well. The

model allows subjects’ levels to vary in their own cognitive ability and that of their opponents:

we find a systematic positive relationship between cognitive ability and levels; furthermore, the

average level of more cognitively able subjects responds positively to the cognitive ability of

their opponents, while the average level of less cognitively able subjects does not respond at all.

Cognitive ability correlates with a wide array of preferences, behavioral biases and economic

outcomes (e.g., time preferences, Benjamin et al., forthcoming; risk aversion, Dohmen et al.,

2010; conservatism in updating probabilities, Oechssler et al., 2009; anchoring, Bergman et al.,

2010; and labor market outcomes, Heckman et al., 2006). Furthermore, a small but burgeoning

literature is starting to find a link between cognitive ability and behavior in strategic games

that are played only once. In the beauty contest, Burnham et al. (2009) and Brañas-Garza

et al. (2011b) find that subjects with higher cognitive ability choose lower numbers, while Agra-

nov et al. (2011) find that, when subjects are given time to think about their choices, higher

cognitive ability subjects’ choices fall more with thinking time.1 In related dominance-solvable

and guessing games, working memory (Rydval et al., 2009) and depths of reasoning in the red

hat puzzle correlate with behavior (Bayer and Renou, 2011), although Georganas et al. (2010)

find no relationship between subjects’ cognitive ability and their choices. Cognitive ability also

influences behavior in public good games (Millet and Dewitte, 2007), in the Prisoner’s Dilemma

(Burks et al., 2009) and in the Traveler’s Dilemma (Brañas-Garza et al., 2011a).

However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate how cognitive ability

influences learning in strategic environments.2 We study strategic behavior in a p-beauty contest:

three subjects simultaneously choose an integer between 0 and 100 inclusive, and the subject

whose choice is closest to 70% of the average of the three numbers wins $6. In the unique Nash

equilibrium, all subjects choose 0; however, the game is ideally suited to study learning since

1Burnham et al. (2009) have 656 participants and a single winner, and use a test of cognitive ability based on
analogies, number series, and logical series. With fewer than 200 participants and groups of 24, Brañas-Garza
et al. (2011b) find no effect of Raven test scores, but do find an effect of Cognitive Reflection Test scores. Agranov
et al. (2011) find an effect of cognitive ability measured in a Bayesian updating task, but not as measured by a
numeracy test or the Cognitive Reflection Test.

2Schnusenberg and Gallo (2011) run a three-round beauty contest with one winner per round and no monetary
incentives (the prize was a small in-class grade improvement), and find that scores in Frederick (2005)’s three-
question Cognitive Reflection Test affect choices in the first round only. In repeated centipede games with
re-matching, and without measuring cognitive ability, Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2009) and Ho and Su (2012)
consider how different subject pools behave differently.
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best responses to non-equilibrium choices are often above 0, but with repetition behavior tends

to move towards equilibrium.3 Real-world parallels include timing games in financial and labor

markets.4

In our experiment, we first measure cognitive ability using the 60 question non-verbal Raven

test. We classify each subject as either of ‘high cognitive ability’ or of ‘low cognitive ability’

according to whether her test score is in the top or bottom half of the distribution of scores in

her session. Our 510 subjects then play the p-beauty contest ten times with the same opponents

and with feedback. In ‘own-matched’ groups, all three members are of the same cognitive ability

type. In ‘cross-matched’ groups, the three members are of mixed ability (either two high ability

and one low ability subject, or vice-versa). Subjects find out their own cognitive ability type as

well as the ability type of the other two group members.5

We find striking differences by cognitive ability. On average, high cognitive ability subjects

choose lower numbers and converge more frequently to equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play.

In the final two rounds, all three group members choose the equilibrium action 37% of the time

in own-matched high ability groups, but only 15% of the time in cross-matched groups and

5% of the time in own-matched low ability groups; similar results hold for measures of close-

to-equilibrium play. High cognitive ability subjects are also more successful: in cross-matched

groups and across all ten rounds, high cognitive ability subjects earn $3.56 more on average than

low ability subjects (by construction, high ability subjects in own-matched high ability groups

earn the same on average as low cognitive ability subjects in own-matched low ability groups).

Furthermore, the difference in earnings becomes bigger over rounds, even though the average

choices of high and low cognitive ability subjects in cross-matched groups remain similar: high

ability subjects seem to ‘learn’ better how to play the game than do low ability subjects.

To shed light on the behavioral mechanisms that underlie these differences, we estimate a

structural level-k mixture-of-types model of learning. The level-k model (Stahl and Wilson,

1995; Nagel, 1995) is a powerful tool for analyzing boundedly-rational non-equilibrium behavior

and reasoning in strategic interactions.6 Level-0 types behave in some random fashion, level-1

types best respond to the choices of level-0 types, level-2 types best respond to the choices of

level-1 types, and so on. Following Nagel (1995), Stahl (1996) and Duffy and Nagel (1997),

we assume that level-0 types “follow the crowd” in the sense that they copy the average group

3In games such as the p-beauty contest in which actions are strategic complements, the theoretical convergence
properties of various learning processes are relatively well-understood, but less is known empirically about how
behavior evolves towards equilibrium (Chen and Gazzale, 2004).

4During a bubble or in a job market, there is an advantage to trading or making job offers a little earlier than
competitors, but moving too early is costly (in terms of lost profit on the upward wave of the bubble or missing
out on new information about job candidates). Roth and Xing (1994) provide evidence of slow unraveling of the
timing of offers in entry-level professional job markets.

5As far as possible the instructions use neutral language, and so do not refer to ‘high ability’, ‘low ability’,
‘winning’, and so on. Controlling for a subject’s own test score, we find no evidence that the allocation to cognitive
ability type influences behavior.

6Step-level models, which also include the closely-related cognitive hierarchy model (Camerer et al., 2004),
have been applied successfully to study behavior in a wide variety of laboratory and field settings including: the
beauty contest and other guessing games (Nagel, 1995; Bosch-Domenech et al., 2002; Costa-Gomes and Crawford,
2006); coordination games (Costa-Gomes et al., 2009); auctions (Crawford and Iriberri, 2007a); zero-sum betting
games (Brocas et al., 2011); telecoms markets (Goldfarb and Xiao, 2011); and the Lowest Unique Positive Integer
game used by the Swedish national lottery (Östling et al., 2011). See Crawford et al. (2010) for a comprehensive
survey.
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behavior from the previous round,7 and we incorporate a form of rule learning (Stahl, 1996)

by including types who switch up one level during the course of the experiment. We estimate

the parameters of our model using Maximum Likelihood (other level-k mixture-of-types models

estimated using Maximum Likelihood include Stahl and Wilson, 1995, Ho et al., 1998, Costa-

Gomes et al., 2001, Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006, Crawford and Iriberri, 2007a, Crawford

and Iriberri, 2007b, and Costa-Gomes and Weizsäicker, 2008).

Our structural model of learning fits the observed data well. Simulations using the estimated

parameters match closely the observed paths of average choices and earnings, and the simulated

choices fit well the amount of convergence to equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play found in

the data. When estimated using only the data from the first eight rounds, the model continues

to perform well out-of-sample in the final two rounds. Rule learning plays an important role in

explaining subjects’ choices: for instance, when we remove rule learners from the model we can

no longer fit the pattern of increasing difference in earnings over rounds between high and low

cognitive ability subjects.

We find a systematic relationship between subjects’ cognitive ability and their level-k types.

In particular, we summarize the estimated proportions of learner types in a single statistic

measuring the average level-k choice rule that subjects follow, and find that the average level of

high cognitive ability subjects is higher than that of low ability subjects. The result continues to

hold when we consider only cross-matched subjects, even though crossed-matched high ability

subjects face a lower number of high ability opponents on average than do cross-matched low

ability subjects. We also find a difference by cognitive ability in how subjects respond to the

cognitive ability of their opponents: the average level of high cognitive ability subjects responds

positively to the cognitive ability of their opponents, while the average level of low cognitive

ability subjects does not respond at all.8

The estimates of the structural model’s parameters also allow us to simulate the earnings

of each level-k type, given the estimated distribution of types of their opponents. The analysis

shows that subjects are significantly constrained in their levels below those that are optimal, but

that high cognitive ability subjects are closer to the optimum. On average, own-matched high

ability subjects leave $2.64 on the table compared to the payoff-maximizing type, own-matched

low ability subjects leave $4.10 on the table, cross-matched high ability subjects leave $2.37 on

the table, and cross-matched low ability subjects leave $5.72 on the table.

Some games require only analytic reasoning: for example, Dufwenberg et al. (2010) study how

second movers in the Game of 21 learn their less-than-obvious dominant strategy. In contrast,

the beauty contest requires analytic reasoning, in order to deduce how best to respond to beliefs

about how others will choose, as well as the ability to judge well the thinking of others, in order

to predict accurately how others will in fact behave. According to Coricelli and Nagel (2009),

‘theory of mind’ is “the ability to think about others’ thoughts and mental states to predict their

intentions and actions”, and playing the beauty contest against humans rather than a computer

“activated areas commonly associated with theory of mind or mentalizing-thinking about other

people’s minds.” Ohtsubo and Rapoport (2006) argue that “one of the most important uses of

7Thus, the group-specific history influences the behavior of every type via the impact on the level-0 type.
8Agranov et al. (forthcoming) also find that levels are endogenous: in a one-shot beauty contest, inexperienced

undergraduates shift to higher level-k types on average when they play against graduates with some experience
of the game.
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the theory-of-mind ability is the strategic reasoning used to outwit or manipulate others.” Our

results suggest that high scores on a purely analytic test of intelligence translate in a strategic

environment into better analytic reasoning and a better theory of mind. High cognitive ability

subjects are not only more successful, but are also better able to predict how cognitive ability

affects how their opponents behave: high ability subjects adjust to the cognitive ability of their

opponents, while low ability subjects do not on average. The earnings simulations reported

above show that, by not adjusting their level upward, the low ability subjects lose out more

when the cognitive ability of their opponents goes up: high ability subjects leave $0.27 more on

the table, while low ability subjects leave $1.62 more on the table.

Our finding that people of higher cognitive ability perform better and learn faster in strategic

interactions is important for understanding how boundedly-rational people play games in the

real world and for interpreting observed heterogeneity in learning processes, but also raises

potentially far-reaching practical and ethical questions. For instance: How much protection

should public policy afford to the less cognitively able when they operate in markets, especially

newer markets in which some participants have price-setting power? How can the design of

institutions and mechanisms take into account the impact of bounded rationality on how agents

learn to behave in the strategic environment implied by the rules of the institution or mechanism?

Is redistribution appropriate to correct for differences in outcomes when people of different

cognitive abilities interact repeatedly? Our results are also relevant when interpreting close-

to-equilibrium behavior: even if average behavior mimics equilibrium play quite closely after

some period of learning, low cognitive ability agents might nonetheless be earning substantially

less than their high cognitive ability counterparts, with potentially significant implications for

fairness and efficiency.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental design; Section 3 re-

ports descriptive statistics and reduced form regression results; Section 4 presents the structural

analysis; and Section 5 concludes.

2 Experimental design

We ran 22 experimental sessions at the University of Arizona’s Experimental Science Laboratory

(ESL), all conducted on weekdays between November 2010 and March 2011 and lasting approxi-

mately 75 minutes. 18 or 24 student subjects participated in each session, with 510 participants

in total.9 The participants were drawn from the ESL subject pool which is managed using a

bespoke online recruitment system. We excluded pool members who reported their status as

graduate students when they joined the subject pool, and we took particular care to exclude

any graduate students in economics. Seating positions were randomized. The experimental in-

structions (Appendix C) were provided to each subject on their computer screen and were read

aloud to the subjects. Questions were answered privately. Each subject was paid a show-up fee

of $5.00 and earned an average of a further $20.00 during the experiment (all payments were in

U.S. dollars). Subjects were paid privately in cash. The experiment was programmed in z-Tree

9All sessions were run during the Fall or Spring Semesters. We aimed to have 24 subjects per session, but ran
sessions of 18 when fewer than 24 showed up. Before running these sessions, we also ran one pilot session without
any monetary incentives and two sessions with a different form of the p-beauty contest (where the target was 90%
of the mean of the choices) whose results are not reported here.
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(Fischbacher, 2007).

2.1 The test of cognitive ability

Each session consisted of a test of cognitive ability followed by repeated play of the p-beauty

contest (Nagel, 1995). In more detail, each session started with a 30 minute computerized

test of cognitive ability using Raven’s Progressive Matrices. The Raven test, which consists of

non-verbal multiple choice questions, is recognized as a leading measure of analytic intelligence

(Carpenter et al., 1990; Gray and Thompson, 2004, Box 1, p. 472).10 In economics, Raven test

scores have been found to correlate positively with fewer Bayesian updating errors (Charness

et al., 2011) and with more accurate beliefs (Burks et al., 2009).11 Each question asks the

subjects to identify the missing element that completes a visual pattern. We used the Standard

Progressive Matrices Plus version of the Raven test (the level of difficulty lies between that of

the Standard Progressive Matrices and the Advanced Progressive Matrices), which consists of

60 questions split into 5 parts of increasing difficulty, labeled A-E, with 12 questions in each.

We gave the subjects 3 minutes for each of parts A and B (which are easier than parts C-E) and

8 minutes for each of parts C, D and E. Within each part subjects could move back and forth

between the 12 questions in that part and, time permitting, they were allowed to change their

previous answers.

We did not provide any monetary incentives for completing the Raven test. This is con-

ventional in the psychology and psychometric literatures and avoids the possibility that income

effects might spill over from the test to behavior in the p-beauty contest. We did, however, tell

the subjects that we would inform them privately of their own score at very end of the session.

Figure 1(a) shows how the Raven test scores of our subjects were distributed. The mean test

score was 40.7, with individual scores ranging from 12 to 58.

2.2 Subject matching

Following the Raven test, each subject was determined to be either (i) of ‘high cognitive ability’

if her test score was in the top half of the distribution of scores of the subjects in her session

or (ii) of ‘low cognitive ability’ if her test score was in the bottom half of the distribution in

her session. Subjects scoring exactly the session median were allocated to ability types so as to

ensure an equal number of subjects of each ability type for that session. Figure 1(b) illustrates

the densities of the Raven test scores by cognitive ability type. On average, the Raven test score

of high ability subjects was 7.0 higher than that of low ability subjects. The region of overlap

arises because the median Raven test score varied over sessions, from 37.0 to 42.5. We found no

time trend in the median test score over sessions (2-sided p = 0.557).

10Carpenter et al. (1990) define analytic intelligence (also sometimes called fluid intelligence, as opposed to
crystalized intelligence) as “the ability to reason and solve problems involving new information, without relying
extensively on an explicit base of declarative knowledge derived from either schooling or previous experience”, and
show that Raven test scores discriminate according to the ability to use abstract reasoning and correlate highly
with scores on other complex cognitive tasks. Raven et al. (2000, SPM25-SPM37) survey the extensive literature
that studies: (i) correlations between Raven test scores and scholastic aptitude and achievements tests and other
measures of cognitive ability; and (ii) the internal consistency and test-retest reliability of the Raven test.

11Other recent examples of the use of the Raven test in economics include Borghans et al. (2009), Al-Ubaydli
et al. (2011) and Dessi and Rustichini (2011).
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Figure 1: Histogram and densities of Raven test scores

Subjects were then put into groups of 3. In ‘own-matched’ sessions, all 3 members of a group

were of the same ability type. 180 subjects participated in own-matched sessions, giving 30

groups of 3 high cognitive ability subjects (‘own-matched high ability groups’) and 30 groups of

3 low cognitive ability subjects (‘own-matched low ability groups’). In ‘cross-matched’ sessions,

the 3 members of a group were of mixed ability (half the groups were made up of 2 high cognitive

ability subjects matched with 1 low cognitive ability subject and the other half were made up

of 2 low cognitive ability subjects matched with 1 high cognitive ability subject). 330 subjects

participated in cross-matched sessions, giving 110 ‘cross-matched groups’. Conditional on a

subject’s cognitive ability type, the allocation to groups was random. The subject matching

implies that, on average, high ability subjects face 4/3 more high ability opponents in own-

matched groups than in cross-matched groups, while low ability subjects face 4/3 more high

ability opponents in cross-matched groups than in own-matched groups.

We informed each subject of her own cognitive ability type as well as the cognitive ability

type of the 2 other members of her group. The instructions (Appendix C) did not use the terms

‘high ability’ or ‘low ability’; instead, we referred more neutrally to the top and bottom half of

the test scores of all participants in the room. Controlling for a subject’s own test score, we find

no evidence that the allocation to cognitive ability type per se influenced behavior or earnings

in the experiment: Appendix A provides the details of this analysis.

2.3 p-beauty contest game

Each group of 3 then played 10 rounds of the p-beauty contest (Nagel, 1995) with p = 0.7 and

without rematching (no rematching allows us to treat behavior across groups as independent).

In particular, in every round each group member privately chose an integer between 0 and 100

inclusive (the subjects typed their chosen number into a box rather than selecting it from an

on-screen grid). The group member whose chosen number was closest to 70% of the mean of

the 3 numbers chosen by the group members (the ‘target’) was paid $6.00 and the other group

members received nothing. In the case of ties, the $6.00 was split equally among the winners.
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To keep the language as neutral as possible, the instructions (Appendix C) did not use terms

such as ‘prize’, ‘winner’, ‘loser’, ‘ties’ or ‘target’. The unique Nash equilibrium is for all players

to choose 0.12

Before the start of the first round, we described the number of rounds, the rules of the

game and the information feedback the subjects would receive at the end of each round. At the

end of every round, each group member was informed of: (i) the numbers chosen by the group

members; (ii) the mean of the 3 chosen numbers; (iii) 70% of the mean (the target); (iv) which

group member(s)’ number(s) was (were) closest to the target; and (v) how much each group

member was paid for the round.13 While deciding on their choice of number and also when

receiving feedback, the subjects could see a reminder of the rules and of the cognitive ability

type of each member of their group. All interactions were anonymous, but subjects were given

labels (X, Y or Z) which were held fixed for the 10 rounds; hence each subject could link the

choices in their group to particular opponents whose cognitive ability type they knew.

The subjects had 90 seconds to make their choice in each round. The subjects were told that

if they made their choice early, they would still have to wait for the full 90 seconds. If a subject

failed to make a choice within 90 seconds, a flashing request prompted an immediate choice. At

the end of each round, the subjects could see the feedback information described above for a

period of 30 seconds before the next round began.

3 Reduced form results

In this section, we report descriptive statistics and reduced form regressions results in order

to describe how average behavior, the evolution of play over rounds and the group-by-group

dynamics of convergence towards equilibrium vary with cognitive ability. In Section 4, we go on

to build and estimate a structural model of learning which aims to explain the main features of

the patterns that we identify and describe below.

3.1 Behavior and earnings in the first round

We start by reporting briefly how behavior and earnings vary with cognitive ability in the first

round. The mean choice of high cognitive ability subjects is 42.6 while that of low cognitive

ability subjects is 45.5. The difference of 2.9 is not quite statistically significant at conventional

12The game is discrete, and hence this is not true for all values of p (López, 2001). However, it is relatively
straightforward to show for our p = 0.7. A proof starts from the observation that the highest chosen number can
never win or tie unless all 3 players choose that number. Suppose that xi ≥ xj and xi > xh. Let t be the target. If
xh ≥ t, clearly i cannot win or tie. If xh < t, xh is closer to the target than xi if and only if (xi− t)− (t−xh) > 0.
When p = 0.7, this difference equals 1

15
(8xi − 7xj + 8xh) > 0. Now suppose a Nash equilibrium exists in which

the players do not always all choose zero. Let xmax be the highest number which is ever played equilibrium.
xmax cannot be a best response. From the observation, the payoff from xi = xmax is strictly positive if and only
if xj = xh = xmax (giving a tie). If that can happen with strictly positive probability, deviating to any lower
number is profitable (from the observation giving a win when xj = xh = xmax). If not, deviating to the lowest
number ever chosen by your opponents is profitable (from the observation giving a tie when at least one opponent
chooses that number).

13In terms of information feedback, our design is close to that of Nagel (1995), where the whole distribution of
choices was revealed at the end of each round (but with much larger groups and just 4 repetitions)
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levels (regressing p-beauty contest choices on cognitive ability type gives a 2-sided p = 0.106).14

To study differences in earnings by cognitive ability we only look at subjects in cross-matched

groups: low cognitive ability subjects in own-matched low ability groups must by construction

earn as much on average as high cognitive ability subjects in own-matched high ability groups.

In the first round, cross-matched high ability subjects earn $0.11 more than cross-matched

low ability subjects (recall that mean earnings per round are $2.00), but the difference is not

statistically significant (2-sided p = 0.723). In conclusion, we find weak evidence that high

cognitive ability subjects choose lower numbers in the first round, but find no statistically

significant evidence that these lower choices translate into greater earnings.

3.2 Behavior across all 10 rounds

We now consider how behavior varies with cognitive ability across all rounds of the experiment,

describing both average behavior across all 10 rounds and the evolution of behavior during

the course of the experiment. We first study the behavior of all subjects, and then focus on

own-matched subjects and cross-matched subjects separately. We study differences in earnings

only for cross-matched subjects: as noted in Section 3.1, low cognitive ability subjects in own-

matched low ability groups must by construction earn as much on average as high cognitive

ability subjects in own-matched high ability groups (i.e, $2.00 on average in every round).

3.2.1 Behavior of all subjects

Across all 10 rounds of the p-beauty contest, the mean choice of high cognitive ability subjects is

18.1 while that of low cognitive ability subjects is 20.6. Regressing p-beauty contest choices on

cognitive ability type, we find that the difference of 2.5 is highly statistically significant (2-sided

p = 0.004).15

Next, we describe how the behavior of high and low cognitive ability subjects evolves over

the 10 rounds of the experiment. Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of choices for high and low

ability subjects separately for the first and second halves of the experiment, while Figure 2(b)

shows round-by-round mean choices for high and low cognitive ability subjects. We can see

that average behavior moves towards the Nash equilibrium for both types. For high cognitive

ability subjects, the mean choice drops by 16.1 (2-sided p = 0.000) from 26.1 in rounds 1-5 to

10.0 in rounds 6-10. For low cognitive ability subjects, the mean choice drops by 19.0 (2-sided

p = 0.000) from 30.1 in rounds 1-5 to 11.0 in rounds 6-10. The difference in the size of the

decreases of 2.9 is statistically significantly different from zero (2-sided p = 0.006).

The faster rate of learning between the first and second halves of the experiment for the low

cognitive ability subjects means that the average behavioral difference between high and low

cognitive ability subjects is concentrated in the first half of the experiment. In rounds 1-5, choices

of high cognitive ability subjects are on average 3.9 lower than choices of low ability subjects

14The subject matching implies that high cognitive ability subjects face a slightly higher number of high
cognitive ability opponents on average than do low ability subjects: in this subsection and the next, the statistical
significances of our regression results are robust to controlling for the cognitive ability of opponents by including
a dummy for the proportion (either 0, 0.5 or 1) of opponents of high ability.

15Except in Section 3.1, all regressions cluster by group to allow for within group non-independence after the
first round.
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(2-sided p = 0.000). In rounds 6-10, high cognitive ability subjects’ choices are on average only

1.0 lower, and the difference is no longer statistically significant (2-sided p = 0.276). By the final

round, the mean choice of high cognitive ability subjects falls to 5.7, while that of low ability

subjects falls to 6.8. Despite the similarity in average behavior between high and low ability

subjects towards the end of the 10 rounds, we find that the high ability subjects earn significantly

more (Section 3.2.3) and converge to a greater degree to Nash equilibrium (Section 3.3.2)

3.2.2 Behavior of own-matched subjects

The difference in average behavior between high and low cognitive ability subjects is more

pronounced for own-matched subjects than for the sample as a whole. Across all 10 rounds,

the mean choice of own-matched high cognitive ability subjects is 6.3 lower than that of own-

matched low ability subjects (2-sided p = 0.000). Figure 3 shows round-by-round mean choices

for own-matched subjects only. In rounds 1-5, choices of own-matched high cognitive ability

subjects are on average 8.2 lower than choices of own-matched low ability subjects (2-sided

p = 0.000). In rounds 6-10, own-matched high cognitive ability subjects’ choices remain lower,

by an average of 4.4 (2-sided p = 0.034). By the final round, the mean choice of own-matched

high cognitive ability subjects falls to 4.5, while that of own-matched low ability subjects falls to

7.4. In the first few rounds, the rate of learning is much faster for own-matched high cognitive

ability subjects. Between rounds 1 and 4 own-matched high ability subjects’ mean choice drops

by 7.0 more than that of own-matched low ability subjects, and the difference is statistically

significant (2-sided p = 0.033).

3.2.3 Behavior and earnings of cross-matched subjects

Across all 10 rounds, the mean choice of cross-matched high cognitive ability subjects is only

0.4 lower than the mean choice of cross-matched low ability subjects, and the difference is not

statistically significant (2-sided p = 0.653). Figure 4(a) shows round-by-round mean choices

for cross-matched subjects only. Cross-matched high and low cognitive ability subjects behave

9
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Figure 3: Round-by-round means of p-beauty contest choices of own-matched subjects.
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(a) Round-by-round means of choices.
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(b) Round-by-round means of earnings.

Figure 4: p-beauty contest choices and earnings of cross-matched subjects.

similarly on average in both the first and second halves of the experiment: there is no statistically

significant difference in behavior in either rounds 1-5 (p = 0.181) or in rounds 6-10 (p = 0.330).

Despite the similarity in the average behavior of cross-matched high and low cognitive ability

subjects, we find that cross-matched high cognitive ability subjects are more successful in the

sense that they earn significantly more money in the experiment. Over the 10 rounds cross-

matched high ability subjects earn $3.56 more than cross-matched low ability subjects, and the

difference is highly statistically significant (2-sided p = 0.007).

Figure 4(b) shows how the earnings of cross-matched subjects evolve during the course of

the experiment. We can see that (i) cross-matched high ability subjects earn more than cross-

matched low ability subjects in both the first and second halves of the experiment; and that (ii)

the earnings difference becomes bigger in the second half. In rounds 1-5, cross-matched high

cognitive ability subjects earn $0.27 more per round than cross-matched low ability subjects,

although the difference is not quite statistically significant (2-sided p = 0.143). In rounds 6-10,

10



cross-matched high cognitive ability subjects earn $0.44 more per round than cross-matched low

ability subjects, and the difference is highly statistically significant (2-sided p = 0.003). By the

final round, the difference in earnings rises to $0.79.

Thus earnings diverge in the second half of the experiment, even though average behavior

remains similar. Somehow, cross-matched high cognitive ability subjects “learn” better how to

play the game than do cross-matched low cognitive ability subjects. An important aim of the

structural analysis described in Section 4 is to explain the mechanism driving these results.

3.3 Group-by-group convergence towards equilibrium

Section 3.2 provides a good overview of how average behavior evolves over time. However, this

average overview masks a significant amount of group-by-group variation in exactly how play

evolves towards equilibrium. In order to better understand how the dynamics of the learning

process vary with cognitive ability, in this section we look in more detail at the process of

convergence towards Nash equilibrium. We start by providing a visual description of the way in

which some individual groups succeed or fail to converge towards equilibrium; we then present

results about the proportion of groups that converge and how the degree of convergence varies

with group composition.

3.3.1 Visual description of group-by-group behavior

Figures 5(a)-5(d) and 6(a)-6(d) give an overview of the group-by-group variation in the dynamics

of convergence. Each of the 8 figures shows, for a specific group, how the choices of the 3 group

members change round-by-round. The figures also show the winning choice or choices in each

round. Figures 5(a)-5(c) show examples of 3 groups which slowly converge towards equilibrium.

In Figure 5(c), it appears to be the high cognitive ability subject who drives the process towards

equilibrium.

No group ever reaches equilibrium in Figures 5(a)-5(c). However, some groups do successfully

converge all the way to equilibrium. Figure 5(d) shows an own-matched high ability group

in which convergence to equilibrium is almost immediate: by the fourth round all 3 group

members choose 0, and all 3 then stick to the equilibrium choice for the remainder of the

experiment. Figure 6(a) shows a cross-matched group in which behavior also converges to

equilibrium, although not as fast. As we will see shortly in Section 3.3.2, convergence is much

more common when all 3 members of the group are of high cognitive ability.

Convergence towards equilibrium is not the only pattern that we observe. Figures 6(b)

and 6(c) show groups in which behavior does not move discernibly towards equilibrium. In

both cases, high choices by some of the subjects seem to disturb the learning process. However,

Figure 6(d) shows an own-matched high ability group in which such a high choice seems hardly

to affect the learning process at all.

11
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(b) Own-matched low ability group.
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(c) Cross-matched group with 1 high ability subject.
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(d) Own-matched high ability group.

Winning choice of subject represented by solid line
Winning choice of subject represented by dotted line
Winning choice of subject represented by dashed line

Notes: Ties are represented by overlapping markers. In cross-matched groups, the subject represented by the

solid line is of the minority cognitive ability type.

Figure 5: Examples of group-by-group behavior: groups 1-4 of 8.
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(a) Cross-matched group with 1 high ability subject.
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(b) Cross-matched group with 1 low ability subject.
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(c) Own-matched low ability group.
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(d) Own-matched high ability group.

Winning choice of subject represented by solid line
Winning choice of subject represented by dotted line
Winning choice of subject represented by dashed line

Notes: Ties are represented by overlapping markers. In cross-matched groups, the subject represented by the

solid line is of the minority cognitive ability type.

Figure 6: Examples of group-by-group behavior: groups 5-8 of 8.
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3.3.2 Statistics on group-by-group convergence

Of course, the figures in Section 3.3.1 illustrate the behavior of just a small subset of the 170

groups in our sample. We now study the degree of convergence more systematically, differen-

tiating between own-matched high ability groups, cross-matched groups and own-matched low

ability groups.

Table 1 shows the frequency of equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play in the final 2 rounds

of the experiment. The first column shows the proportion of equilibrium play, that is the

proportion of group-round observations in which all 3 group members choose 0. Own-matched

high ability groups play the equilibrium around 37% of the time in the final 2 rounds, which

is statistically significantly more often than for cross-matched groups (15%) and own-matched

low ability groups (5%). The second and third columns show that the results extend when we

consider close-to-equilibrium play, defined to be the proportion of group-round observations in

the final 2 rounds in which the mean choice of the 3 group members is smaller than or equal to 1

(second column) or 2 (third column). Own-matched high ability groups are close to equilibrium

statistically significantly more frequently than cross-matched groups, which in turn are close to

equilibrium more often than own-matched low ability groups.

Equilibrium Group mean ≤ 1 Group mean ≤ 2

Observed proportions:

Own-matched high ability groups 0.367
[0.000]

∗∗∗ 0.500
[0.000]

∗∗∗ 0.583
[0.000]

∗∗∗

Cross-matched groups 0.145
[0.000]

∗∗∗ 0.282
[0.000]

∗∗∗ 0.368
[0.000]

∗∗∗

Own-matched low ability groups 0.050
[0.092]

∗ 0.133
[0.009]

∗∗∗ 0.217
[0.001]

∗∗∗

Cross-group differences in proportions:

Own-matched high ability groups vs. 0.317
[0.001]

∗∗∗ 0.367
[0.001]

∗∗∗ 0.367
[0.001]

∗∗∗

own-matched low ability groups

Own-matched high ability groups vs. 0.221
[0.017]

∗∗ 0.218
[0.027]

∗∗ 0.215
[0.027]

∗∗

cross-matched groups

Cross-matched groups vs. 0.095
[0.052]

∗ 0.148
[0.027]

∗∗ 0.152
[0.045]

∗∗

own-matched low ability groups

Notes: The first column reports the proportion of group-round observations in rounds 9 and 10 in which all 3

group members choose 0. The second (third) column reports the proportion of group-round observations in

rounds 9 and 10 in which the mean choice of the 3 group members is smaller than or equal to 1 (2). p values

are shown in brackets and were constructed allowing clustering at the group level. The p values are 1-sided

for the null that proportions are equal to 0 (top half of the table) and 2-sided for the null that proportions

do not vary between particular group types (bottom half of the table). ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ denote significance at

the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

Table 1: Proportions of equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play in rounds 9 and 10.
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In Section 4.3.1 we report how well our structural level-k model of learning can match

these differences in convergence according to group composition. In particular, we compare the

observed proportions of equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play to those arising from simulated

choices constructed using the estimated parameters of the structural model, and we find that

the structural model does well in explaining the broad patterns that we find here.

4 Structural analysis

Section 3 presented a detailed reduced-form description of how behavior and earnings vary

with cognitive ability. In order to shed light on the behavioral mechanisms that underlie these

differences we turn to a level-k model of learning. Below we describe our model’s empirical

specification, our estimation strategy and our results.

4.1 Level-k model of learning

We estimate a structural level-k mixture-of-types model of learning using Maximum Likelihood.

Choices in the first round serve as the initial conditions. Our level-k model of learning includes

nine learner types; and since our model includes rule learners, we distinguish level-k types from

level-k choice rules (described below). Five standard level-k types with k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} follow

the level-k choice rule in all rounds r ≥ 2; π (Lk) represents the probability that a subject is

a level-k type. We also include four rule learner types who switch from following the level-k

choice rule in round r = 2, with k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, to following the level-(k+1) choice rule in round

r = 10; π (Lk − (k + 1)) represents the probability that a subject is a rule learner who switches

from the level-k to the level-(k + 1) choice rule. For Lk − (k + 1) rule learners the probability

of choosing the level-(k + 1) choice rule increases linearly over rounds from 0 in round r = 2 to

1 in round r = 10 (and is thus given by r−2
8 in round r), while the complementary probability

of choosing the level-k choice rule falls linearly over rounds.16

Some further notation is necessary to describe the level-k choice rules. Subject i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

in group g ∈ {1, 2, ..., G} is denoted by ig ∈ {1g, 2g, 3g}. The choice of subject ig in round

r ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10} is denoted by xig,r ∈ {0, 1, ..., 100}. The set of choices in round r of the 3 subjects

in group g is denoted by xg,r ≡ {x1g,r, x2g,r, x3g,r}, with mean choice xg,r ≡
(

∑3
i=1 xig,r

)

/3.

To model the noise in the choice process, we assume that subjects’ choices are independent

draws (over rounds and subjects) from discretized and truncated t-distributions.17 Letting

f (·;µ, σ, ν) be the density of the three parameter t-distribution with mean µ, scale σ and degrees

of freedom ν, the probability of a particular choice x by subject ig when following the level-k

16Although the probability of choosing the level-(k+1) choice rule goes up over time, a Lk−(k + 1) rule learner
is allowed to switch back and forth between the level-k and level-(k+1) choice rules. In Table 7 in Appendix B, we
show that an alternative specification (AS1) in which rule learners cannot switch back fits the data significantly
less well. Note also that in our mixture model framework, we do not model explicitly how rules are chosen; in
contrast, Stahl (1996) uses an attraction framework in which a given rule is more attractive the higher its past
payoff.

17Stahl (1996) and Offerman et al. (2002) use truncated normal distributions to model noise in the choice
process in structural models of learning. In Table 7 in Appendix B, we show that an alternative specification
(AS2) in which the normal distribution replaces the t-distribution fits the data significantly less well.
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choice rule in round r ≥ 2 given the group-specific choices in the previous round xg,r−1 is

Pr(x|k,xg,r−1) = (1− γ (r))
f(x;µ (k,xg,r−1) , σ (µ, r) , ν)

∑99
x=0 f(x;µ (k,xg,r−1) , σ (µ, r) , ν)

1x∈{0,1,...,99} + γ (r)1x=100 (1)

where µ (k,xg,r−1) =
(

7
10

)k
xg,r−1, rounded to the nearest integer, and γ (r) is the probability

of choosing 100 in round r given by the empirical frequency of subjects choosing 100 that we

observe in that round in our sample (independently of cognitive ability).18 Therefore, as in

Nagel (1995), Stahl (1996) and Duffy and Nagel (1997), a subject following the level-0 choice

rule “follows the crowd” in the sense that she aims to copy the average group behavior from

the previous round, while a subject who follows the level-k choice rule for k > 0 best responds

to level-(k − 1) choices in the sense that she aims to hit the current round’s target in her group

tg,r ≡
7
10xg,r that would result from everybody in the group noiselessly following the level-(k − 1)

choice rule.19

For all level-k choice rules the scale parameter σ depends on µ and on the round r in the

following way:

σ (µ, r) = exp

(

α+
[

1µ=0,1µ=1,1µ∈{2,5}
]

β + δ

(

r − 2

8

))

. (2)

Thus we allow the variance of the discretized choice distribution to vary with µ in a flexible way

and to include a round trend.20 The number of degrees of freedom ν is common to all level-k

choice rules.

4.2 Estimation strategy

We estimate probabilities of being the different learner types for own-matched high cognitive

ability subjects, cross-matched high ability subjects, cross-matched low ability subjects and

own-matched low ability subjects. Thus the parameter vector θ to be estimated is made up of

38 elements: 32 π parameters that measure the probabilities of the different learner types (given

9 learner types) and the 6 parameters of the t-distribution (α, the 3-element vector β, δ and ν).

Letting kig,r be the level-k choice rule that subject ig follows in round r, the set of level-k choice

rules followed by the 3 subjects in group g in round r is denoted by kg,r ≡ {k1g,r, k2g,r, k3g,r}, and

the set of group g′s choice rules for every round r ≥ 2 is denoted by kg ≡ {kg,2,kg,3, ...,kg,10}.

The 32 π parameters that measure the probabilities of the different learner types determine the

probability of each different combination of choice rules, so Pr(kg) depends on θ. Finally, letting

18We observe 67 instances of subjects choosing 100 in our sample, making up 1.3% of observations. Although
such extreme choices are a standard feature in beauty contest datasets, their attraction cannot be explained
readily by level-k choice rules. Ho et al. (1998) argue that such choices “are probably due to frustration or to
misguided attempts to win by singlehandedly raising the mean dramatically.” In Table 7 in Appendix B, we show
that an alternative specification (AS3) in which the choices of 100 come from the same t-distribution as for the
other choices fits the data significantly less well.

19If subjects took into account the effect of their own choice on the target, they would choose lower fractions of
xg,r−1; however, in Table 7 in Appendix B, we show that an alternative specification (AS4) in which µ (k,xg,r−1)
is given by this lower fraction fits the data significantly less well.

20Stahl (1996) also allows the variance of the choice distribution to depend on µ; Ho et al. (1998) allow a
time trend in variances. We need the variance to depend on µ in order to fit the degree of convergence towards
equilibrium play that we observe in the data. The time trend is a function of r− 2 since first round choices serve
as the initial conditions and the second round acts as the omitted category.
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xg ≡ {xg,2,xg,3, ...,xg,10} be the set of group g′s choices for every round r ≥ 2,

Pr (xg|kg,xg,1) =

10
∏

r=2

Pr (xg,r|kg,r,xg,r−1) =

10
∏

r=2

3
∏

i=1

Pr(xig,r|kig,r,xg,r−1), (3)

and the likelihood for group g

Lg (θ|xg,xg,1) = Pr (xg|xg,1) =
∑

kg

Pr(kg) Pr (xg|kg,xg,1) . (4)

The sample likelihood is then the product over the G groups of the group likelihoods.

We maximized the sample log likelihood function using a Hessian-based optimization routine.

Following Berndt et al. (1974), the Hessian employed in the optimization process was approxi-

mated as the sum of outer products of the gradients of the group log likelihoods. The gradients

of the group log likelihoods, in turn, were obtained via numerical differentiation. Standard errors

were obtained from a Hessian matrix computed using numerical differentiation. We found the

optimization problem to be well-behaved. In particular, the optimization routine converged to

the same parameter vector for multiple sets of starting values, and the Hessian matrix used to

obtain standard errors was never found to be close to singular.

4.3 Results

In Section 4.3.1, we start by reporting the estimated proportions of learner types arising from

our level-k model of learning, and we provide evidence that our preferred specification fits the

observed data well and that rule learning plays an important role in explaining our data. In

Section 4.3.2, we then show how the subjects’ average level-k choice rule varies with their own

cognitive ability and with that of their opponents. Finally, in Section 4.3.3 we simulate the

earnings that accrue to different learner types in order to discover which learner types earn most

and to compare the actual distribution of types to the payoff-maximizing ideal type.

4.3.1 Estimated learner types and model goodness of fit

Table 2 reports the estimated proportions of learner types.21 In Section 4.3.2 below we summa-

rize this information in terms of average level-k choice rules and analyze how the averages vary

with own cognitive ability and that of opponents. Instead, our focus here is on the implications

of these estimates for behavior in order to see how well our model fits the observed data.

21The estimated parameters of the t-distribution, which complete the estimate of the parameter vector θ,
are: α = −2.691 (0.057); β = [−2.942 (0.131),−1.784 (0.098),−1.205 (0.081)]; δ = −0.807 (0.105); and ν =
0.777 (0.044). Standard errors are in parentheses.
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Own-matched subjects Cross-matched subjects
High ability Low ability High ability Low ability

L0 Type 0.006
(0.016)

0.008
(0.017)

0.006
(0.009)

0.020
(0.019)

L1 Type 0.295
(0.075)

∗∗∗ 0.212
(0.082)

∗∗∗ 0.168
(0.053)

∗∗∗ 0.408
(0.067)

∗∗∗

L2 Type 0.000
−

0.000
−

0.176
(0.068)

∗∗∗ 0.280
(0.069)

∗∗∗

L3 Type 0.001
(0.018)

0.000
−

0.066
(0.050)

0.000
−

L4 Type 0.000
−

0.000
−

0.000
−

0.019
(0.024)

L0-1 Rule learner type 0.000
−

0.144
(0.055)

∗∗∗ 0.046
(0.029)

0.080
(0.045)

∗

L1-2 Rule learner type 0.243
(0.085)

∗∗∗ 0.383
(0.091)

∗∗∗ 0.334
(0.071)

∗∗∗ 0.067
(0.065)

L2-3 Rule learner type 0.179
(0.081)

∗∗ 0.189
(0.061)

∗∗∗ 0.184
(0.070)

∗∗∗ 0.084
(0.057)

L3-4 Rule learner type 0.277
(0.066)

∗∗∗ 0.064
(0.033)

∗ 0.019
(0.031)

0.042
(0.038)

Proportion of rule learners 0.698
(0.074)

∗∗∗ 0.780
(0.084)

∗∗∗ 0.583
(0.098)

∗∗∗ 0.273
(0.093)

∗∗∗

Notes: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%

levels.

Table 2: Estimated learner type probabilities.

To give a visual impression of how well the model fits the observed data, we simulate choices

over the 10 rounds using the estimated parameters. Figure 7 shows the simulated and observed

paths of average behavior for own and cross-matched subjects: we see that the observed and

simulated paths match closely (the notes to the figure explain how the simulated paths were

constructed).

Figure 8(a) shows the simulated path of earnings for cross-matched subjects (recall that,

by construction, own-matched high ability subjects and own-matched low ability subjects must

earn $2 on average in every round). We fit the pattern of divergence in earnings over rounds,

although the magnitude of the divergence is not quite as big as that observed in the data (see

Figure 4(b) in Section 3.2.3). Our simulations return a divergence in earnings over rounds even

though, as in the observed data, high and low ability cross-matched subjects’ simulated choices

remain similar throughout the experiment. Rule learning is crucial to explaining the pattern of

divergence: Table 2 shows that there are 58% of rule learners among cross-matched high ability

subjects, but only 27% among cross-matched low ability subjects (the difference is statistically

significant with a 2-sided p = 0.021), and Figure 8(b) shows that when we re-estimate the

model without rule learners we can no longer fit the divergence in earnings over rounds. Further

evidence that rule learning plays an important role in explaining subjects’ choices more generally

comes from the estimates of the alternative specification of the structural model without rule

learners: Table 7 in Appendix B shows that this alternative specification (AS5) fits the data

significantly less well.
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(a) Own-matched subjects.
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(b) Cross-matched subjects.

Notes: Simulated choices were obtained using a sequential method. Specifically, for each of the 170 groups in

the experimental sample we drew the type of each group member from the appropriate estimated distribution of

learner types reported in Table 2. We then simulated the choice of each of the 3 group members in round 2, given

the observed behavior, specifically the group average, in the first round. Next, we simulated the choice of each

of the 3 group members in round 3, given the average of the simulated choices of the group members in round 2.

We continued sequentially in this manner to round 10, with simulated choices in each round being based on the

group-level average of the simulated choices in the previous round. This procedure was repeated 100 times for

each of the 170 groups.

Figure 7: Observed and simulated round-by-round means of choices.
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(a) Preferred specification.
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(b) Without rule learners.

Notes: Simulated earnings were computed from the simulated choices generated as described in the notes to

Figure 7.

Figure 8: Simulated round-by-round means of earnings of cross-matched subjects.

Table 3 shows that the simulated choices match the extent of equilibrium and close-to-

equilibrium play that we see in the data quite well. In particular, the simulated choices fit well

the broad pattern of increasing convergence as the proportion of high ability subjects in the

group goes up.
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Equilibrium Group mean ≤ 1 Group mean ≤ 2

Own-matched high ability groups:
Observed 0.367 0.500 0.583
Simulated 0.239 0.396 0.514

Cross-matched groups:
Observed 0.145 0.282 0.368
Simulated 0.118 0.234 0.347

Own-matched low ability groups:
Observed 0.050 0.133 0.217
Simulated 0.097 0.210 0.315

Notes: Simulated proportions were computed from the simulated choices generated as described in the notes

to Figure 7.

Table 3: Observed and simulated proportions of equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play
in rounds 9 and 10.

Appendix B provides further evidence that our structural level-k model of learning fits well.

In particular, Table 7 reports values of log likelihoods and of sums of squared deviations of

choices, earnings and convergence statistics computed from simulated choices and shows that

our preferred specification fits better than various alternative specifications (some nested and

others not), while Table 8 shows that our model continues to perform well out-of-sample.

4.3.2 The impact of cognitive ability on average level-k choice rules

We now analyze how learner types vary with subjects’ own cognitive ability and that of their

opponents. To do this, we summarize the estimated proportions of learner types in a single

statistic measuring the average level-k choice rule followed by the subjects (the notes to Table 4

provide the details of how these averages of choice rules are computed). From Table 4, we can

see that, across all rounds, the average level-k choice rule followed by own-matched high ability

subjects is 2.08, while for own-matched low ability subjects the average level is 1.55, with the

difference statistically significant at the 1% level. In Section 4.3.3, we simulate the earnings that

accrue to the different learner types, and show that the higher average level of the own-matched

high ability subjects is not fully explained by the higher number of high ability opponents that

they face. For cross-matched subjects, the difference is less pronounced but still evident: the

average level followed by cross-matched high ability subjects is 1.77, while for cross-matched

low ability subjects the average level is 1.54, with the difference significant at the 5% level. The

average level followed by cross-matched high ability subjects is higher even though they face a

lower number of high ability opponents on average than do cross-matched low ability subjects.

Thus subjects’ own cognitive ability type has a significant effect on the average level that

they follow: high cognitive ability subjects follow level-k choice rules that are significantly

higher on average than those followed by low ability subjects. Further evidence that cognitive

ability plays an important role in determining subjects’ choice rules comes from estimating an

alternative specification of the structural model in which the probabilities of the different learner

types are not allowed to vary with subjects’ own cognitive ability or with whether subjects are
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Own-matched subjects Cross-matched subjects Diff.-
High ability Low ability Diff. High ability Low ability Diff. in-Diff.

2.076
(0.128)

∗∗∗ 1.554
(0.098)

∗∗∗ 0.523
(0.161)

∗∗∗ 1.770
(0.067)

∗∗∗ 1.542
(0.078)

∗∗∗ 0.228
(0.103)

∗∗ 0.295
(0.191)

High ability subjects Low ability subjects Diff.-
Own-matched Cross-matched Diff. Cross-matched Own-matched Diff. in-Diff.

2.076
(0.128)

∗∗∗ 1.770
(0.067)

∗∗∗ 0.307
(0.144)

∗∗ 1.542
(0.078)

∗∗∗ 1.554
(0.098)

∗∗∗ −0.012
(0.125)

0.318
(0.191)

∗

Notes: Recall that a Lk type always follows the level-k choice rule, and that for Lk − (k + 1) rule learner

types the probability of choosing the level-(k+1) choice rule increases linearly over rounds from 0 in round 2

to 1 in round 10, with the complementary probability of choosing the level-k choice rule falling linearly over

rounds. We use this to construct the average choice rule followed by each learner type over rounds 2-10, with

the level-k choice rule attracting a weight of k. Finally, we use the estimated proportions of learner types

from Table 2 to compute the average level-k choice rule over all learner types. Tests for the significance of

differences and of differences-in-differences are 2-sided. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. ∗, ∗∗ and
∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

Table 4: Estimated averages of level-k choice rules.

in own-matched or cross-matched groups. Table 7 in Appendix B shows that this alternative

specification (AS6) fits the data significantly less well.

We also find significant differences in how average level-k choice rules respond to the cognitive

ability of opponents. We noted in Section 2.2 that, on average, high ability subjects face 4/3

more high ability opponents in own-matched groups than in cross-matched groups, while low

ability subjects face 4/3 more high ability opponents in cross-matched groups than in own-

matched groups. The second row of Table 4 shows that high cognitive ability subjects respond

to the cognitive ability of their opponents: across all rounds, the average level followed by own-

matched high cognitive ability subjects is 0.31 higher than that followed by cross-matched high

ability subjects, with the difference significant at the 5% level. Low cognitive ability subjects,

on the other hand, do not respond at all to the cognitive ability of their opponents: the average

level followed by cross-matched low ability subjects is almost identical to that followed by own-

matched low ability subjects; and the difference of −0.01 is not close to being statistically

significant. Furthermore, Table 4 shows that the difference-in-difference in how the average

levels followed by high and low cognitive ability subjects respond to the cognitive ability of

opponents is statistically significant (a 2-sided test shows significance at the 10% level).

Thus subjects’ own cognitive ability has a significant effect on how the average level that they

follow responds to the cognitive ability of their opponents: the average level-k choice rule followed

by high cognitive ability subjects responds significantly to number of high ability opponents that

they face, while the average level followed by low cognitive ability subjects does not respond at

all. The earnings simulations in Section 4.3.3 show that, by not adjusting their level upward on

average, low cognitive ability subjects lose out more than do high cognitive ability subjects when

the cognitive ability of their opponents goes up. Further evidence that cognitive ability plays

an important role in determining how subjects’ choice rules respond to the cognitive ability of
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opponents comes from estimating an alternative specification of the structural model in which

the probabilities of the different learner types are not allowed to vary with whether subjects are

in own-matched or cross-matched groups (but are allowed to vary with subjects’ own cognitive

ability). Table 7 in Appendix B shows that this alternative specification (AS7) fits the data

significantly less well.

4.3.3 Levels and earnings

Finally, we turn to the question of which learner types earn the most, given the estimated

distribution of learner types of their opponents. Table 5 shows how simulated earnings vary

according to learner type (the notes to the table describe how the simulated earnings were

computed). The differences in earnings by learner type are large: for instance, L2 types earn

about 50% more than L1 types across the board. In every case, the 3 best-performing learner

types are L3 types, L4 types and L3-4 rule learners, although the order varies. This means that

it is always optimal to be a high-level learner type, even for subjects facing a large proportion

of low ability opponents who tend to choose higher numbers. In order of decreasing earnings,

the order among the other 6 types is always: L2-3 rule learners; L2 types; L1-2 rule learners; L1

types; L1-0 rule learners; and finally L0 types.

Own-matched subjects Cross-matched subjects
High ability Low ability High ability Low ability

L0 Type 8.31 8.67 8.80 8.25
L1 Type 13.17 15.43 14.65 14.16
L2 Type 19.94 21.89 20.94 20.75
L3 Type 22.04 23.95 24.15† 23.54
L4 Type 22.29 23.47 23.20 23.94†

L0-1 Rule learner type 10.84 11.70 11.86 11.00
L1-2 Rule learner type 16.71 18.20 18.19 17.26
L2-3 Rule learner type 20.59 22.76 22.56 21.62
L3-4 Rule learner type 22.64† 24.10† 24.08 23.77

Notes: The earnings of a player of a particular learner type were computed based on simulated choices

constructed using a method similar to that described in the notes to Figure 7 in which opponents’ types were

drawn from the appropriate estimated distribution of learner types from Table 2. The simulation method

allows for the effect of a subject’s learner type on the choices of her opponents via the impact on L0 types

who copy the previous round’s average, and hence on higher level-k choice rules. † denotes the learner type

that maximizes earnings.

Table 5: Simulated mean total earnings (in dollars) by learner type.

Given the estimated proportions of learner types reported in Table 2 and the average level-k

choice rules that subjects follow reported in Table 4, it is clear that subjects are significantly

constrained in their levels below those that are optimal, given the learner types of their op-

ponents. Of course, unless subjects all play equilibrium, their level-k choice rules will tend to

be too low on average; nonetheless, subjects are leaving a substantial amount of money on the

table.
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On average own-matched high ability subjects earn $20 across all rounds, and so are leaving

$2.64 on the table compared to the payoff-maximizing L3-4 rule learner type (recall from Table 4

that the average level-k choice rule followed by these subjects is only 2.08). Own-matched low

ability subjects also earn $20 on average, and so are leaving $4.10 on the table compared to the

payoff-maximizing L3-4 rule learner type (from Table 4, their average level is 1.55). Even though

high and low ability own-matched subjects earn the same amount on average by construction,

the low ability subjects are further from optimal play: they leave more money on the table

and their average level-k choice rule is further from that followed by the payoff-maximizing

learner type. Thus, the higher average level of the own-matched high ability subjects is not fully

explained by the higher number of high ability opponents that they face.

Cross-matched high ability subjects earn $21.78 on average, and so are leaving $2.37 on the

table compared to the payoff-maximizing L3 type (their average level is 1.77). Cross-matched

low ability subjects earn $18.22 on average, and so are leaving $5.72 on the table compared to

the payoff-maximizing L4 type (their average level is just 1.54). L1 types are the most common

among cross-matched low ability subjects, making up 41% of the total: they earn a striking

$9.78 less on average than the payoff-maximizing learner type.

Finally, we can see that, by not adjusting their level upward on average, the low cognitive

ability subjects lose out more when the cognitive ability of their opponents goes up: high ability

subjects leave $0.27 more on the table in own-matched high ability groups than in cross-matched

groups, while low ability subjects leave $1.62 more on the table in cross-matched groups than in

own-matched low ability groups. Table 5 shows that every learner type among the cross-matched

low ability subjects would earn more by increasing their level.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Cognitive ability varies greatly across the population. Our analysis is the first to show that

cognitive ability affects behavior and learning in a repeated strategic environment: for example,

our results show that cognitive ability drives observed heterogeneity in choices and earnings, and

strongly predicts how quickly groups of agents learn to play equilibrium. A structural level-k

model of learning helps to understand the differences in behavior that we discover and reveals

that high cognitive ability agents follow significantly higher level-k choice rules than do agents

of low cognitive ability.

Our model of learning is portable to other strategic games; thus we hope that future research

will identify the extent to which the processes that we bring to light can help explain behavioral

differences according to cognitive ability in other strategic settings where learning is important.

In other words, the model is testable outside our specific experimental setup. Indeed, many

real-world transactions are repeated and strategic. For example, a firm may make a sequence of

entry and exit decisions, while firms and individuals repeatedly procure or sell items via auctions.

In the context of the labor market, hiring decisions and many aspects of the Principal-Agent

relationship are repeated and strategic in nature. Our results suggest that cognitive ability is

likely to affect the dynamics of behavior and profits or incomes in these real-world settings:

cognitively less able agents may learn more slowly than more able agents, and even as behavior

approaches equilibrium low cognitive ability may remain associated with relatively unfavorable
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economic outcomes.

Valuable extensions of our analysis would investigate the wider ethical and practical implica-

tions of our results. For instance, more cognitively able agents may expend resources to ensure

that they interact with those less cognitively able. In addition to being socially wasteful, such

efforts have the potential to increase income inequality. We leave it to future research to inves-

tigate the merits of interventions, such as training and advice, designed to reduce the earnings

gap between high and low cognitive ability agents who interact repeatedly.
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Appendix

A Effect of allocation to cognitive ability type

Section 2.2 describes how subjects were allocated to cognitive ability type. To test whether

the allocation to cognitive ability type per se affected behavior or earnings, we regress p-beauty

contest choices and earnings on cognitive ability type controlling for a subject’s own test score

by including a full set of Raven test score dummies. We can follow this approach since the

session median Raven test score varied from 37.0 to 42.5, giving some degree of randomness

in the allocation for subjects towards the middle of the cognitive ability range. Figure 1(b) in

Section 2.2 shows the densities of Raven test scores for high and low ability subjects separately

and thus illustrates the region of overlap in the middle cognitive ability range. In the case of

earnings, we consider only subjects in cross-matched groups, since low cognitive ability subjects

in own-matched low ability groups must by construction earn as much on average as high cog-

nitive ability subjects in own-matched high ability groups. We run the regressions with and

without a control for the cognitive ability type of opponents. As Table 6 illustrates, we find no

statistically significant effects of the allocation to cognitive ability type, either for the the first

round, the second round, the first 2 rounds together, the first 5 rounds or all 10 rounds together.

Note also how the signs of the coefficients are unstable.

Not controlling for opponent type Controlling for opponent type
Choices Earnings ($ per round) Choices Earnings ($ per round)

Round 1 1.96
[0.551]

0.29
[0.680]

2.34
[0.480]

0.28
[0.712]

Round 2 −2.46
[0.392]

−0.19
[0.780]

−2.12
[0.466]

−0.30
[0.637]

Rounds 1-2 −0.25
[0.909]

0.05
[0.910]

0.11
[0.961]

−0.01
[0.980]

Rounds 1-5 −0.42
[0.830]

−0.03
[0.912]

0.19
[0.923]

−0.13
[0.612]

Rounds 1-10 0.90
[0.581]

0.15
[0.514]

1.34
[0.400]

0.05
[0.820]

Notes: To isolate the effect of the allocation to cognitive ability type all the regressions include a full set
of Raven test score dummies, which control for a subject’s own ability. To control for the cognitive ability
of opponents in the right-hand side panel, we include a dummy for the proportion (either 0, 0.5 or 1) of
opponents of high ability. 2-sided p values are shown in brackets and were constructed allowing clustering at
the group level. ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

Table 6: Effect of allocation to high cognitive ability type.
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B Further goodness of fit analysis

Tables 7 and 8 provide further evidence that our structural level-k model of learning fits well.

Table 7 reports values of log likelihoods and of sums of squared deviations of choices, earnings

and convergence statistics computed from simulated choices, which together show that our model

fits the observed data well. The table also shows that our preferred specification fits better than

various alternative specifications: in all cases, a Vuong test (for non-nested model comparisons)

or a Likelihood ratio test (for nested model comparisons) rejects the null that the preferred and

alternative specification fit the data equally well in favor of the preferred specification. We now

provide a brief description of each of the alternative specifications:

• AS1: Once a Lk − (k + 1) rule learner switches to the level-(k + 1) choice rule, she never

switches back. In each round r ≥ 3, one-eighth of the Lk − (k + 1) rules learners switch

to the level-(k+1) choice rule; therefore, as in the preferred specification, in round 2 they

all follow the level-k choice and by round 10 they all follow the Lk − (k + 1) choice rule.

• AS2: The normal distribution replaces the t-distribution in the model of the choice process.

• AS3: The choices of 100 come from the same t-distribution as for the other choices (instead

of the probability of a choice of 100 coming from the round-specific but cognitive ability

independent empirical frequency observed in the sample).

• AS4: Subjects following the level-k choice rule for k > 0 take into account the effect of

their own choice on the target, and understand that subjects following lower level-k choices

rules do so as well. For k > 0, µ (k,xg,r−1) is thus given by a lower fraction of xg,r−1 than

in the preferred specification.

• AS5: Rule learner types are not included in the model (so there are just five standard level-

k learner types, with k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, who follow the level-k choice rule in all rounds).

• AS6: The probabilities of learner types are not allowed to vary with subjects’ own cognitive

ability or with whether subjects are in own-matched or cross-matched groups.

• AS7: The probabilities of learner types are not allowed to vary with whether subjects

are in own-matched or cross-matched groups (but are allowed to vary with subjects’ own

cognitive ability).

Table 8 shows that our structural level-k model of learning continues to perform well out-of-

sample, providing further support for the model. In particular, the table reports how the model

performs when we simulate choices for all rounds, but estimate the model’s parameters using

only the data from rounds 1-8 (3rd and 4th columns), compared to performance using parameters

estimated from all the data (1st and 2nd columns). In each case, we provide statistics of fit

computed from the simulated choices for all rounds and for rounds 9 and 10 alone.
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Preferred Alternative specifications
specification AS1 AS2 AS3

Sum of squared deviations of choices:
Own-matched high ability subjects 22.3 46.2 28.6 51.6
Own-matched low ability subjects 84.1 213.0 85.7 132.6
Cross-matched high ability subjects 31.5 93.5 12.1 58.1
Cross-matched low ability subjects 31.8 60.4 53.9 32.1

Sum of squared deviations of earnings:
Cross-matched high ability subjects 0.207 0.214 0.279 0.212

Sum of squared deviations of convergence statistics:
Own-matched high ability groups 3.21 0.86 0.45 3.47

Cross-matched groups 0.35 0.11 0.12 0.48
Own-matched low ability groups 1.77 3.19 7.90 1.18

Log likelihood -14,162 -14,201 -15,330 -14,324

Test against the preferred specification:
p value - 0.013a 0.000b 0.000a

Alternative specifications
AS4 AS5 AS6 AS7

Sum of squared deviations of choices:
Own-matched high ability subjects 28.6 29.9 52.4 22.9
Own-matched low ability subjects 78.8 185.2 187.2 114.6
Cross-matched high ability subjects 31.3 57.7 17.7 39.7
Cross-matched low ability subjects 22.4 49.9 31.6 21.5

Sum of squared deviations of earnings:
Cross-matched high ability subjects 0.297 0.242 0.489 0.201

Sum of squared deviations of convergence statistics:
Own-matched high ability groups 0.78 4.92 15.64 8.12

Cross-matched groups 0.09 0.59 0.17 0.11
Own-matched low ability groups 3.19 1.12 4.00 1.28

Log likelihood -14,197 -14,221 -14,185 -14,176

Test against the preferred specification:
p value 0.060a 0.000b 0.003b 0.024b

Notes: Descriptions of each alternative specification are in the text of Appendix B. Squared deviations of choices

and earnings (in dollars) were computed in each round from the simulated choices generated as described in the

notes to Figure 7, and then summed over rounds. By construction, the sum of squared deviations of earnings:

(i) is identical for cross-matched high ability and low ability subjects; and (ii) is zero for both own-matched high

ability and low ability subjects. Squared deviations of convergence statistics were computed for each of the 3

proportions of equilibrium and close-to-equilibrium play in Table 3, and then summed and multiplied by 100.
a 2-sided Vuong test.
b Likelihood ratio test.

Table 7: Goodness of fit: preferred specification vs. alternatives.
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Estimation using all rounds Estimation using rounds 1-8
Goodness of fit: Goodness of fit:

All rounds Rounds 9 & 10 All rounds Rounds 9 & 10

Sum of squared deviations of choices:
Own-matched high ability subjects 22.3 1.84 27.1 1.41
Own-matched low ability subjects 84.1 2.44 91.1 4.14
Cross-matched high ability subjects 31.5 1.61 38.4 4.22
Cross-matched low ability subjects 31.8 0.70 26.4 4.12

Sum of squared deviations of earnings:
Cross-matched high ability subjects 0.207 0.057 0.351 0.162

Sum of squared deviations of convergence statistics:
Own-matched high ability groups - 3.21 - 0.63

Cross-matched groups - 0.35 - 0.08
Own-matched low ability groups - 1.77 - 2.03

Log likelihood -14,162 - -14,195 -

Notes: The statistics were computed in the same way as described in Table 7, except that the 2nd and 4th columns
report the statistics computed only for rounds 9 and 10, while the 3rd and 4th columns were computed from
simulated choices based on an estimate of the parameter vector θ obtained using only the data from rounds 1-8.
The statistics in the 4th column are therefore out-of-sample quantities.

Table 8: Goodness of fit: in-sample vs. out-of-sample.
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C Experimental Instructions [Intended for online publication]

Please look at your screen now. I am reading from the instructions displayed on your screen.

Please now turn off cell phones and any other electronic devices. These must remain turned off

for the duration of this session. Please do not use or place on your desk any personal items,

including pens, paper, phones etc. Please do not look into anyone else’s booth at any time.

Thank you for participating in this experimental session on economic decision-making. You

were randomly selected from the Economic Science Laboratory’s pool of subjects to be invited

to participate in this session. There will be a number of pauses for you to ask questions. During

such a pause, please raise your hand if you want to ask a question. Apart from asking questions

in this way, you must not communicate with anybody in this room or make any noise.

You will be paid a show-up fee of $5 together with any money you accumulate during this

session. The amount of money you accumulate will depend partly on your actions and partly

on the actions of other participants. You will be paid privately in cash at the end of the session.

The session is made up of 2 parts. In the first part you will complete a test. Right at the end

of the session you will find out your own test score, but you will not be paid for completing the

test. I will describe the second part of the session after you have completed the test. Please

raise your hand if you have any questions.

I will now describe the test which makes up the first part of the session. The test is made

up of 60 questions, divided into parts A, B, C, D and E. Each of these parts is made up of 12

questions. For every question, there is a pattern with a piece missing and a number of pieces

below the pattern. You have to choose which of the pieces below is the right one to complete the

pattern. For parts A and B of the test, you will see 6 pieces that might complete the pattern.

For parts C, D and E you will see 8 pieces that might complete the pattern. In every case,

one and only one of these pieces is the right one to complete the pattern.22 For each question,

please enter your answer in the column to the right of the pattern. You will score 1 point for

every right answer. You will not be penalized for wrong answers. You will have 3 minutes to

complete each of parts A and B, and you will have 8 minutes to complete each of parts C, D,

and E. During each part, you can move back and forth between the 12 questions in that part

and you can change your previous answers. The top right-hand corner of the screen will display

the time remaining (in seconds). Before we start the test, please raise your hand if you have any

questions. During the test, please raise your hand if you have a problem with your computer.

[Subjects complete test]

Your screen is now displaying whether your test score was in the top half of the test scores of

all participants in the room or was in the bottom half of the test scores of all participants. [30

second pause] [Example (not read aloud): Your test score was in the top half of the test scores

of all participants in the room.] At the end of the session you will find out your own test score.

I will now describe the second and final part of the session. This second part is made up

of 10 rounds. You will be anonymously matched into groups of 3 participants. You will stay

in the same group for all 10 rounds. In each round, you and your other 2 group members will

separately choose a whole number between 0 and 100 (0, 100 or any whole number in between

is allowed). The group member whose chosen number is closest to 70% of the average of all

22The wording of this description follows the standard Raven test convention.
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3 chosen numbers will be paid $6 for that round and the other 2 group members will be paid

nothing. If more than one group member chooses a number which is closest to 70% of the

average of all 3 chosen numbers, the $6 will be split equally among the group members who

chose the closest number or numbers. Your total payment will be the sum of your payments in

each round together with your show-up fee of $5. In each round you will have 90 seconds to

choose your number. If you choose your number early you will still have to wait until the end

of the 90 seconds. The top right-hand corner of the screen will display the time remaining (in

seconds). The screen will also include a reminder of the rules.

At the end of each round you will discover: (i) the numbers chosen by all your group members;

(ii) the average of all 3 chosen numbers; (iii) what 70% of the average of all 3 chosen numbers

was; and (iv) how much each group member will be paid for the round. Please raise your hand

if you have any questions.

You will stay in the same group of 3 for all 10 rounds. Each group member has been randomly

allocated a label, X, Y or Z. Your screen is now displaying your label and whether the test scores

of the members of your group were in the top half or the bottom half of the test scores of all

participants in the room. [60 second pause] [Example (not read aloud): You are group member

Y. Your test score was in the top half of the test scores of all participants in the room. You have

been matched with 2 participants (group member X and group member Z). Group member X

was randomly selected from those whose test scores were also in the top half. Group member Z

was randomly selected from those whose test scores were in the bottom half.] Please raise your

hand if you have any questions. There will be no further opportunities for questions.

[10 rounds of beauty contest with feedback as described in Section 2.3]

[Screen asks subjects to report their gender]

[Screen reports the subject’s score in the Raven test]

The session has now finished. Your total cash payment, including the show-up fee, is dis-

played on your screen. Please remain in your seat until you have been paid. Thank-you for

participating.
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